Understanding how a protein folds is a long-standing challenge in modern science. We have used an optimized atomistic model (unitedresidue force field) to simulate folding of small proteins of various structures: HP-36 (a protein), protein A (h), 1fsd (a+h), and betanova (h). Extensive Monte Carlo folding simulations (ten independent runs with 10 9 Monte Carlo steps at a temperature) starting from non-native conformations are carried out for each protein. In all cases, proteins fold into their native-like conformations at appropriate temperatures, and glassy transitions occur at low temperatures. To investigate early folding trajectories, 200 independent runs with 10 6 Monte Carlo steps are also performed at a fixed temperature for a protein. There are a variety of possible pathways during non-equilibrium early processes (fast process,~10
Introduction
Protein folding is one of the most fundamental biophysical processes. It plays the most important role in controlling a wide range of cellular processes. The failure of a proper protein folding results in the malfunction of biological systems, leading to various diseases. Computer simulations have been extensively carried out to understand the mechanism of protein folding processes. The most microscopic level of the computational studies of protein folding uses atomic models of a protein as well as its environment. However, direct folding simulation using an atomistic model is a very difficult task and, moreover, it requires an astronomical amount of computational resources. For example, the 1-As molecular dynamics simulation of the villin headpiece subdomain (HP-36) with an all-atom potential has produced only candidates for folding intermediates [1] . For this reason, direct folding simulations have been performed only for simplified models, such as the random energy model [2] , lattice models [3, 4] , and offlattice minimalist models [5, 6] . An alternative indirect approach is to perform unfolding simulations [7, 8] starting from the folded state of a protein. However, it is not obvious if the folding is the reverse of the unfolding [3, 7, 9] .
In this study, we use an optimized united-residue (UNRES) potential [13] , for which the global minimumenergy conformations for four small proteins are all nativelike. The four proteins are HP-36 [1, 10] (36 residues, a three-helix bundle), fragment B of staphylococcal protein A [7, 11] (46 residues, a three-helix bundle), 1fsd [12] (28 residues, one h-hairpin, and one a-helix), and betanova [8] (20 residues, a three-stranded h-sheet). It should be noted that the UNRES potential includes all (native and nonnative) interactions. We have carried out realistic folding simulations of the four proteins starting from non-native conformations to investigate the folding mechanism of the proteins. 
UNRES force field
We study the folding processes of proteins using an optimized UNRES force field [13] where a protein is represented by a sequence of a-carbon (C a ) atoms linked by virtual bonds with attached united sidechains (SC) and united peptide groups located in the middle between the consecutive C a 's. All the virtual bond lengths are fixed: the C a -C a distance is taken as 3.8 2, and C a -SC distances are given for each amino acid type. The energy of a protein is given by
Here, the terms U b (i), U t (i) and U r (i) denote the short-range interactions, corresponding to the energies of virtual angle bending, virtual dihedral angle torsions, and sidechain rotamers, respectively. The potential U pp (i, j) accounts for the electrostatic interaction between the peptide groups of residues i and j, U sp (i, j) corresponds to the excluded-volume interaction between the sidechain of residue i and the peptide group of residue j, and U ss (i, j) represents the mean free energy of the hydrophobic (hydrophilic) interaction between the sidechains of residues i and j, which is expressed by Lennard-Jones potential. The four-body interaction term
is from the cumulant expansion of the restricted free energy of the protein. U dis denotes the energy term which forces two cysteine residues to form a disulfide bridge. The parameters of the UNRES force field are simultaneously optimized for HP-36, protein A, 1fsd, and betanova. The low-lying local-energy minima for these proteins are found by conformational space annealing [5] . The parameters are modified in such a way that the native-like conformations are energetically more favored than the others. After the parameter optimization, one set of the parameters is obtained for the proteins [13] . It should be noted that the approach proposed in this paper can be examined to other potential energy functions [13] .
Monte Carlo dynamics
In the UNRES force field there are two backbone angles and two sidechain angles per residue (no sidechains for glycines). The values of these angles are perturbed one at a time, typically about 158, and the backbone angles are chosen three times more frequently than the sidechain angles. The perturbed conformation is accepted according to the change in the potential energy, following the Metropolis rule. Since only small angle changes are allowed one at a time, the resulting Monte Carlo dynamics can be viewed as equivalent to the real dynamics [4] . During simulations the values of the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) from the native structure and the radius of gyration (R g ) were calculated using C a coordinates. The UNRES representation is simple, but it has C a coordinates. Therefore, the RMSD between the experimental structure and the UNRES representation for a protein can be calculated only using C a coordinates. The lowest RMSD values from folding simulations are 0.78 2, 1.07 2, 1.58 2, and 2.07 2 for betanova, 1fsd, HP-36, and protein A, respectively. The fraction of the native contacts (q) [7, 8, 14] was also measured during simulations.
At a fixed temperature, at least ten independent simulations starting from various non-native states of a protein were performed up to 10 9 Monte Carlo steps (MCS), which we call long-time simulations. All together, hundreds of independent long-time simulations were conducted for each protein. To investigate the early folding trajectories, 200 independent simulations (10 6 MCS for each run) were also performed at a fixed temperature for a protein, which we call short-time simulations. In Figs. 1, 3, 4 , and 5, we show various quantities averaged over early folding trajectories. We divide the initial 10 6 MCS into 28 intervals (first ten 10 3 MCS, subsequent nine 10 4 MCS, and the next nine 10 5 MCS), and averages are taken over the whole conformations for each interval. These averages are averaged again over 100 independent simulations starting from random conformations. The same procedure is repeated for 100 independent simulations starting from fully extended conformations.
Helical proteins
We observe that all proteins fold into their native-like conformations at appropriate temperatures [9, 14] . Collapse occurs at a very early stage (~10 4 MCS) for all four proteins [9, 14] , but the details of each folding process appear to depend on the secondary structure contents. We have analyzed details of the folding behavior for each protein.
For HP-36 at T=60, the population distributions of various quantities such as RMSD for ten independent runs (10 9 MCS each) depend on initial conformations, showing its glassy behavior [9, 14] . At higher temperatures (Tz70) this non-ergodic glassy behavior disappears. Fig. 1 shows initial folding trajectories (from 200 independent short-time simulations) and contour plots of population distributions (from 10 independent long-time simulations) at T=70. Regardless of its initial conformation (either random or fully extended), the initial folding trajectories in the figure converge to (q, R g , RMSD)~(0.21, 11.5 2, 7.4 2) around at 10 4 MCS. The collapsed structures at the convergence point eventually fold into native-like structures (q, R g , RMSD)~(0.7, 9.8 2, 4.5 2) after about 3Â10 8 MCS. The most prominent characteristic of the contour plots for HP-36 is the two-peak structure in RMSD distributions as shown in Fig. 1b and c: (q, R g , RMSD)~(0.6, 9.8 2, 6.5 2) and (q, R g , RMSD)~(0.7, 9.8 2, 4.5 2). It should be noted that the values of R g from the two peaks coincide. The conformations centered at the higher value of RMSD come from a variety of collapsed states. The conformations from the other peak are native-like. When we examine them, the helix I (residues 4-8) is stably formed, while the others are fluctuating. This stability of helix I is consistent with the recent experimental result [10] . Fig. 2 shows snapshots of a typical folding trajectory for HP-36 at T=80. The conformation in Fig. 2b is a collapsed state with no stable secondary structure formed and it corresponds to the convergence point of the initial folding trajectories in Fig.  1 . The conformation in Fig. 2c is located close to the most dominant peaks of the contour plots in Fig. 1 . The overall folding characteristics of protein A are similar to those of HP-36. Fig. 3 shows the initial folding trajectories and the contour plots of the population for protein A at T=80. The initial folding trajectories converge to (14.4 2, 11.3 2) in the (R g , RMSD) plane, and then they collapse to (q, R g , RMSD)~(0.31, 12.1 2, 9.2 2) at about 9Â10 4 MCS. These collapsed states fold into native-like structures in a fashion similar to the case of HP-36. The contour plots for protein A also show the two-peak structure in the RMSD distributions as shown in Fig. 3b and RMSD)~(0.57, 11 2, 9.7 2) and (0.6, 11 2, 6 2). The two peaks are separated only in their RMSD values. The region (q, R g , RMSD)~(0.6, 11 2, 6 2) is reached after 2.4Â10 8 MCS. When we examine the native-like conformations with 3 2VRMSDV4 2, the helix III (residues 42-55) is most stably formed [14] . This is in agreement with the recent experimental investigation [11] .
Proteins with beta strands
For 1fsd the population distributions of various quantities for ten independent runs (10 9 MCS each) show glassy behavior for TV50. Again, the non-ergodic glassy behavior disappears at higher temperatures (Tz70). Fig. 4 shows the initial folding trajectories and the contour plots of the population distributions at T=70. Again after the initial collapse to (R g , RMSD)~(10.2 2, 7.6 2), the average trajectories converge to (q, R g , RMSD)~(0.35, 9 2, 6.5 2) at about 6Â10 4 MCS. The states at the convergence point usually have the h-hairpin formed, and they move into the most dominant region, (q, R g , RMSD)~(0.85, 8.5 2, 3 2) after 6.5Â10 7 MCS, whose structures are very similar to the native one [14] . For proteins with h strands, only one peak is observed in the RMSD distributions.
For betanova at low temperatures (TV30), the glassy behavior is observed. This glassy behavior disappears at higher temperatures (Tz40). The initial folding trajectories and the population distributions at T=40 are shown in Fig. 5 .
The average pathways to the folded conformation initially converge to (q, R g , RMSD)~(0.3, 9.5 2, 6.7 2) around 6Â10 3 MCS, and then they move to the most dominant conformations (q, R g , RMSD)~(0.95, 7.8 2, 2.3 2) after 5.3Â10 7 MCS. The collapsed structures at the convergence point of the initial folding trajectories usually have one hhairpin formed, and the conformations at the most populated region are almost identical to the native structure [14] . The populated states around (q, R g )~(0.4~0.5; 10~12 2) come from the thermal fluctuation that temporarily kicks the protein out of its native structure. This observation is contrasted to the recent conjecture from unfolding simulation augmented by free energy calculation [8] that these states are from initial folding trajectories. This kind of kinetic information can be captured only by direct folding simulations, and is difficult to be described by free energy calculations alone.
Discussion
We have performed folding simulations in a realistic setting, where all proteins fold into their native-like conformations at appropriate temperatures. In all cases, rapid collapse is followed by a subsequent folding process that takes place in a longer time scale. We also observe that glassy transitions occur at low temperatures. The folding mechanism observed in this study is as follows: there are two aspects of folding dynamics, (i) non-equilibrium kinetic properties and (ii) equilibrium thermodynamic properties. The non-equilibrium kinetic properties are relevant to the early folding trajectories (fast process,~10 4 MCS). There are a variety of possible pathways during these nonequilibrium kinetic processes. Finally, these pathways converge to the state that is unique for each protein. The convergence point of the early folding pathways can be determined only by direct folding simulations. The free energy surface, an equilibrium thermodynamic property, dictates the way states at the convergence point complete their folding (slow process,~10 8 MCS).
